We have developed the world's first live video distribution platform capable of simultaneously delivering live video to multiple mobile phones, e.g. mobile videophone terminals and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), as a 3rd-generation (3G) mobile communications service. Although we are already providing a one-to-one moving picture delivery (videophone) service as a 3G mobile phone service, we did not yet have a one-to-many system of delivering live video to multiple terminals. The new platform delivers video to terminals using the bearer of a 3G-324M line provided with 3G mobile communications servics. The same content can be delivered simultaneously in a maximum of 500 streams to mobile phones with a video delay of approximately 7 seconds, a picture size of 176 x 144 pixels, and a frame rate of 10 fps. This paper also summarises the possibilities of using this platform to create business models that use a mobile videophone to provide a child care centre monitoring system, a home remote monitoring system, or other systems that were not possible with existing mobile phones.
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Introduction
Until now, the main function of mobile phones has been for voice communications and to access text-based web information on the internet (such as i-mode which has been enjoying explosive growth in Japan). Now, however, technological breakthroughs in such areas as semiconductors, low power consumption, networking, and video compression have enabled promising video applications with mobile videophones that are completely new and different from videoconferencing systems and conventional videophones that utilised fixed communications networks [1, 2] .
In Japan, a 3G mobile communications service started in October 2001, making video communication via mobile phone( FOMA) possible. Since video communications will be possible anywhere at any time once a video delivery system to mobile phones becomes operational, this technology holds great potential to revolutionise the lives of individuals.
In this paper, we report on our development of a system capable of the multiple distribution of live and archive videos to videophones of the 3G-324M line exchange built into 3G mobile phone handsets. This platform is made up of 1 a real-time MPEG4(Moving Pictures Expert Group) encoder 2 an MP4 archive file 3 a video distribution server 4 an RTP/3G-324M exchange unit 5 a 3G-324M receiver (mobile videophone) and PDA terminal.
Compressed video/audio data is sent on a packet base to an IP server delivery system via the internet or other network from a camera encoder placed at a remote or other location. The delivery system, along with performing multiple deliveries, by converting the data that arrived on a packet base from the packet base to the 3G-324M circuit base when it is sent, is capable of simultaneously delivering to mobile videophones and PDA terminals a maximum of 500 streams with a delay of 7 seconds from live camera input to display on the terminal, a picture size of 176 x 144 pixels, and a frame rate of 10 fps. In Section 2, we describe the system configuration of the live video distribution platform that we developed and the specifications and performance of each component. In Section 3, we discuss its applications as a business model through empirical tests that use this system.
Overview of the Live Video Distribution Platform
The configuration of the Live Video Distribution Platform is shown in Figure 1 Table 1 summarises the specifications of each part. Since the videophone terminal is based on a 3G-324M circuit line, the platform is configured of a gateway unit that converts MP4/RTP streaming with live video streaming functions and RTP streaming sessions into the 3G-324M videophone communications protocol. By using the RTP streaming platform as a distribution server, it has the following features:
• archived video files and real-time encoded streams from a live camera can be delivered as content from a unified server platform
• the use of a streaming server allows multiple terminals to be accessed simultaneously. The configuration of the various parts are described as follows:
Real-time MPEG4 encoder
Since the internet, ISDN, or ADSL lines are used to distribute data from the video sites of live video content providers to the streaming server, videos input from cameras need to be compressed to the 64-kbps band, which is approximately 1/1800 of the data volume. High compression to 64 kbps and a clear picture can be obtained when the MPEG4 compression system is used [3] . For sound, AMR(Adaptive Multi Rate) achieves a compression rate of 12.2 kbps or 4.75 kbps. The data transfer protocol defined by 3 GPP (3rd generation Partnership Project) is used for data transfer between the camera site and the distribution server. The following IETF RFC (Internet Engineering Task Force Request for Comments) standards are used: Two types of real-time MPEG4 encoders are available: one is a software type loaded in a PC and the other is built into the camera encoder. The type that is used depends on the application. The type built into the camera is essential for applications such as remote monitoring and we expect large demand for this type.
MP4 format for archive files
The mp4 file format is a component of MPEG4 systems [4] . This is the file format used for the storage at this platform. The file format is designed for the storage and streaming of MPEG4 audio and visual information. MP4 file format contains the multimedia information in a flexible, extensible environment, which facilitates interchange, management, editing and presentation. The MP4 file may be rendered locally, or presented remotely by streaming components of the file.
MPEG4/RTP streaming server

Specifications
This is a video streaming server/archive server. The video streaming server is server software whose main function is the RTP streaming of MP4 format content and live video distribution. PDA terminals, such as DoCoMo's G-FORT, that run on PocketPC use Player as the RTP streaming reception software. An encoder loaded on a PC or a box-type encoder built into a camera system is used for real-time encoding at the video site and to encode content archived in MP4 format. RTP streaming is an IP network streaming protocol standard defined by the IETF. It is also used as a multimedia streaming delivery standard in 3G mobile phones in accordance with 3GPP SA4 [5] . 3GPP (3rd Generation Project Partnership) is the standards body which specifies the protocol of cellular network communication. Our video streaming platform currently uses 3GPP-PSS (3rd Generation Project Partnership-Packet Switch Streaming) recommended methods based on RTP and RTSP for the session initiation and delivery of video bitstreams with synchronised audio from a server to a terminal. The protocol stack for the delivery of multimedia data is shown in Figure 2 . This idea behind RTP, which stands for Real Time Protocol, is that certain data needs to be delivered from a server to a client in a real time manner. Multimedia data such as synchronised audio and video falls into this category. Guaranteed delivery transport protocols, such as TCP (Transport Control Protocol) add significant delay by retransmitting data packets until they are acknowledged as correctly received by a client. RTP is an application layer component that utilises UDP (User Datagram Protocol) as a transport mechanism. UDP data is not guaranteed to arrive at a client, but is rather a 'best-effort', connectionless protocol. It is, therefore, suitable for delivery data that must arrive without delay. RTP headers consist primarily of sequence numbers, timestamps, and payload type bits. RTP enables a client application to monitor the loss of packets, and to 're-order' those packets that arrive out of order at the client. RTP includes a subcomponent known as RTCP, or Real Time Control Protocol. RTCP is used to control performance information between a server and a client. The streaming server technology uses RTCP to send reports between the client and server to indicate information such as the percentage of RTP packet loss during a video session. This information is crucial to managing the quality and throughput of the video data from the server. RTSP stands for Real Time Streaming Protocol. This is a session-oriented protocol that is transported over TCP between server and client. The purpose of RTSP is to provide a language for communicating standard video-on-demand requests. The platform uses RTSP to control the server and allow tracking of the stream session status as a video is being served.
System extensibility
This video distribution server uses the same specifications for the protocol between the MPEG4 camera and the server and the protocol between the server and the RTP/324M converter. Using the same specifications gives the distribution server expandability. In Figure 3 , for example, if the number of simultaneous distribution streams is to be increased, the server can be easily expanded by tandem connecting servers. 
3G-324M/RTP gateway
The MP4/RTP streaming and 3G-324M gateway unit connects the video distribution session of a MP4/RTP streaming server on an IP network to the videophone communication of a mobile videophone terminal through an ISDN unrestricted digital 64-kbps data call. The 3G-324M gateway receives the 3G-324M videophone communication originating from a FOMA(Freedom of Mobile multimedia Access) visual-type terminal as an ISDN unrestricted digital data call and requests the streaming server, that has been set in advance, to start a RTP session. RTP streaming is controlled by three types of component protocols: RTP, RTCP, and RTSP. This gateway converts these controls to ITU H.245, H.223, H.324, and other protocols used in controlling 3G-324M calls. The gateway of this Live Video Distribution Platform allows the use of the caller ID notification function to identify terminals and restrict access from mobile videophone terminals. Seen from the streaming server, this gateway is emulating a RTP streaming client. A comparison of the RTP streaming access procedures using a conventional PDA and a mobile videophone with this gateway is given in Figure 4 . When a system configured around a streaming server is used, not only is it possible to provide common services to general-use information terminals, such as a phone terminal or PDA, and make use of the same content assets, it also makes it possible to move toward the development of more attractive content applications that utilise other application-specific servers in the future. The gateway operating sequence is shown in Figure 5 . 
3G-324M receiver section and PDA receiver section
The 3G-324M protocol stack enables the inclusion of a videophone function among the terminal functions in 3G mobile communications. Advances in semiconductors and moving picture encoding have enabled the incorporation of a video codec in mobile phones.
Videophone protocol specifications used at the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) are defined as an international standard known as 3G-324M. The 3GPP, which specified the 3G-324M standard, is a body comprising wireless infrastructure, handset, and service providers all over the world. Their main focus is on the deployment of W-CDMA, or 3rd-generation wireless phone services. As part of that focus, they have developed a standard method to enable video communication over 3G. This method is closely tied to the ITU-T H.324 standard for wire-line videoconferencing. Table2 shows all the standards that make up 3G-324M. Along with founding the Consortium, in October 2001 we also started conducting field tests of live video distribution to mobile videophones, PDAs, and PCs within corporations or at specific consumers (mainly B2B and B2Community usage tests) listed in Table 3 . One of the representative business models involved live broadcasts aimed at corporate member customers and the distribution of archived videos such as new product information. The second business model involved real-time monitoring of stores or young children at child care centres, a new application that received high qualitative support from customers.
Video distribution to corporate members
Yoshida Original Co., Ltd., a maker of handmade bags under the Ibiza label, has one million member customers throughout Japan. The company used mobile videophones to distribute video information on new products and various events as well as live broadcasts to their members. Mobile videophones can also be used by customers to make inquiries to sales attendants or other personnel about products whilst viewing images on the screen. As an internal communication system at Yoshida Original, mobile videophones were effectively used to distribute messages from the president or information about products. In another application, a camera was installed in a store where personnel in charge could monitor in-store information in real time, and in a third application, product manufacturing processes were photographed and stored as video material as shown in Figure. 6. 
Inspections of child care centres
Life Little Co. Ltd., a company that started a 24-hour child care system and offers a variety of child care services, conducted a trial in which carriers inspect a child care centre via mobile videophones. At the child care centre in the Tokyo metropolitan area that was used in this trial, a camera for monitoring was installed in a children's playroom. Mothers were able to use their mobile videophone to check their child at the centre from anywhere and at any time. The approximately 20 guardians who participated in the trial gave high qualitative marks to the results. Life Little now plans to incorporate the merit of being able to check children at their centre via mobile videophone as part of their child care service package and to provide this value-added service as a new business model. The consortium wishes to continue accumulating know-how on content, technology, and operation through empirical tests with the aim of developing actual services.
Conclusions
We built the world's first one-to-many live video distribution system aimed at mobile videophones in order to create new business models. Details of the system have been described, and simultaneous distribution of up to 500 MPEG4 video streams with picture size of 176 x 144 pixels is possible to FOMA handsets at a frame rate of 10 fps. We are now spreading this capability to monitoring systems at child care centres, stores and other areas and to developing new businesses.
The great advantage for video streaming on a mobile terminal compared to video streaming on a PC is it's wide mobility and flexibility. In the case of Japan, more than sixty million people carry cellular terminal with them.
Therefore, to provide the live or archived video contents to cellular terminals has a great possibility of permeation into the market. E-learning on mobile terminals is a good example. Considering Japan's special situation, putting e-learning contents on mobile terminals provides efficient distribution to the businessmen who spend a long time commuting on the train or bus, or providing a friendly educational environment to students who are not PC users has huge potential to accelerate the market.
Cellular terminal users are being targeted for navigation towards the video streaming market and some companies, listed in Table 4 , are already providing contents to the market using our platform. Table 4 Examples of companies which are servicing contents on 3G-terminals 
